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Mill Hill Meeting 14th October 2007
by Peter Davies
A Gemini of Tribute Artistes!
Once again we were blessed with magnificent weather at the graveside despite a
very unsettled start and mixed weather journey to Mill Hill. The sun was shining
and the weather very warm – so much so that top coats were removed and it was
shirts and blouses for the gathering.
The bushes and trees of the cemetery
had taken to their autumn colours
and Billy’s grave was in good order.
Our visitors quickly tidied away the
most faded of flowers before placing
their own tributes on the grave and
it was particularly pleasing to see the
younger people present including
Oliver and Joey, as well as Johnny
Red’s young friends. Several people
present commented as to how much
the cemetery is filling up and Billy’s
grave is no longer in the quiet secluded spot of a few years ago for instance, however it was still nice to see his resting place with the birds and squirrels enjoying
the autumn sun.
Soon it was way nearly time to adjourn to the Church Hall but before doing so
we noticed a tall gentleman in a dark suit joining us along with his friends. It
took us a few minutes to realise it was Johnny Red (looking like a rock-star) and
he was shortly afterwards joined at
the graveside by Rob Dee (also
looking like a rock star). Both indicated that they had bad throats and
were recovering from the previous
night’s functions! Both of course
were made most welcome and later
in the day were spotted sitting side
by side at the Church Hall in
conversation – we think they may
have mentioned Billy Fury!
At the Church Hall Ken and Cecilia
Johnny and Rob
had things organised with the
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tables set out for the usual merchandise and raffle displays together with a food
table. Rita soon arrived to serve up the essential teas and coffees and Jackie and
Maureen did the usual excellent job in selling the raffle tickets. The raffle was
well supported with the younger members winning prizes and one team member actually won three prizes (!) but was kind enough not to take the prizes and
asked us to re-draw.
Peter Davies welcomed everyone and explained Chris Eley’s absence along with
Linda to the gathering and he continued by thanking everyone for their support
in paying the entrance fees, buying merchandise and entering the raffle.
He continued by thanking each of the committee and helpers for their efforts on the day and then went on to mention
the likelihood of the Sound of Fury team and members being involved in various activities and events in 2008. This
short section concluded with a reminder regarding the next
meeting on 27th January 2008 which coincides within one
day to the 25th anniversary of Billy’s death.
The afternoon continued with everyone having a nice chat.
Mrs Val Beales proudly showed her late sister’s birthday
card, written in Billy’s own hand, to her whilst in hospital
shortly before her sister died. Val’s sister died aged 17 in 1962 and despite the
sadness everyone who saw the card was delighted to see it at the meeting. The
nurses at the hospital in 1962 were absolutely thrilled to see it.
George Wycherley proudly showed his momentos which this time were the
Wycherley Hall location in Shropshire and a gazetteer of the Wycherley family
names and addresses worldwide – to the great interest of all who saw them.
Steve Baker was proud to display a lifetime tribute to Billy by wearing a
sleeveless tee shirt which showed a tattoo of Billy on his arm. It probably was
expensive to have done and Steve joked that he was saving up to have the other
arm done! Now that is dedication. Welcome back to the fold Steve.
The afternoon finished with everyone having a nice chat in a really good atmosphere and all too soon the event drew to a close with everyone having played
their part and making their way home.

Next year’s meeting dates for your diary/calendar:
27th January 2008
13th April 2008
12th October 2008
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Interview with Richard Sarstedt (Eden Kane)
– February 2007 © Sound of Fury/Rick Sarstedt
Part 1 – The Early Years
Well Rick, thank you very much for agreeing to be interviewed for the Sound of
Fury magazine. I know we had planned for this to take
place last autumn but those IT gremlins of mine and
then Christmas got in the way. Thank you for your
patience. I know a lot of Billy Fury fans were and
indeed still are, big fans of yours and are looking
forward to you touring again over here in the U.K. and
you of course have your own Fan Club run by a lovely
courteous lady, Sue Ansell, who I understand is also a
family friend.
For many of us you were the highlight of those Solid
Gold Tours of 1999 and 2001 and of course you were
over here more recently despite the high level terrorist
threat and a recent major heart operation to perform at
the fine tribute night to the late Hal Carter. We all
appreciated that very much and we like to think that
Hal did too. Your 1962 Ace of Clubs album, Eden Kane
(wonder who thought of that original title!) was a great
collection and one of the very first LPs I ever bought,
soon after the first one which was the LP Billy. It’s battered but still here, amongst
several EPs and most of your 45s. Through radio and Thank Your Lucky Stars you
and Marty, and Dion joined Billy and Elvis, some time in ‘62, in becoming my
favorite artists, with the records coming along in ‘63–‘64. We will be exploring the
Billy Fury connection a little later on but I would first like to trace your roots,
musical influences and career for its own sake, as five Top 10 singles is quite an
achievement, and because in the hearts and minds of so many of us you will
always be linked with Billy, and our formative years.
A good friend of mine, Graham Hunter, has I know, done an interview with you
but I chose not to access that, hoping for a new perspective in some sense at least. I
also have a 1962 tour programme here with a short biog, a 2001 Tour Programme
and a set of CD sleeve notes penned by an old acquaintance of mine, the much
respected John Tracy, formerly of Decca Records. However, there is nothing like
getting information from the horses mouth!
Chris: Is it correct that you were born on 29th March 1942 in Delhi and that both of
your parents were musically accomplished, influencing you at a very early age?
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Eden: Yes on the age. My parents were musical, my Mother played piano and
my Dad played the harmonica and the uke, (not at the same time)!
Chris: I understand that your parents were very successful in business and I
would guess that growing up in the Darjeeling part of India at that time was quite
an experience. Do you have any particularly happy or funny experiences to
recount?
Eden: My Father, who died when I was 12, I'm told had a fine intellect and was a
lover of literature, we lived in India, in Darjeeling for a few years, he was sort of
an operating officer for a tea company. My Mum was making babies. My mem
ories of those early years are fuzzy. In fact, yesterday is fuzzy. There was one
incident I'm reminded of from that era. We had a back garden with a pond and
several pet animals, one was a duck named Bella. I apparently tried to ride the
duck and that was the end of Bella. A great shame but roast duck is quite good. I
was 5 when we left Darjeeling and moved on.
Chris:. Were you about 12 years old when your family left India, (around 1954),
did you first attend Heath Clark Grammar School in Waddon in Surrey and how
did you feel about leaving such an exotic country for the dull and grimy UK?
Eden: I must admit, arriving at Southhampton docks on the Chusan Cruise Ship
on a cold grey day left quite an impression. It was awesome and frightening,
however, we settled in and I was soon enrolled at Heath Clark School in Waddon,
Surrey along with Peter. I remember someone saying, "We're going to learn you
to speak proper like what we do".
Chris: I understand you left school at 16 and became a trainee architect but that
not being to your liking moved into tailoring or gents outfitting. Is that correct
and did that have any bearing on your later immaculate stage presence, which
sometimes resulted in you being coined as Mr. Sartorial Elegance?
Eden: I left school at 17 after my GCEs and got into an architects office as a
trainee – which means tea maker. Travelling to and from the city on the 8.09
from Norbury station wasn't my cup of tea in a manner of speaking. To earn
some bread and stay local, I worked in a tailor shop (Bespoke), I'd say stuff like,
“This is a lovely bit of cloth, it goes with your eyes, also a second pair of trousers
would come in handy", I got extra for that. Fortunately, I didn't have to do the
actual measuring. This had no bearing on my future wardrobe. My managers
took me to Dougie Millings for my stage suits. Dougie, who passed away recently also later designed the Beatles collarless stage suits – a legend.
Chris:. I was about 13 years old when ‘Pop’ music started to take over from the
Western in the main interest stakes and it was Billy and Elvis who started that off
seriously for me. Around the time that you were a 13–14 year old, rock’n’roll
would have hit this sceptred isle and of course immediately prior to that, skiffle.
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Are you still in touch with any of the members of your Famous Five skiffle group
or the Saints rock’n’roll group which followed?
Eden: I started my Skiffle group in school. My brother Peter was on Tea Chest
Bass, I'm not in touch with the other members of the fabulous 5. My brother Clive
(Robin) joined the band later.
Chris: Sir Cliff Richard, a great artist has said that he can pinpoint the moment
rock ’n’ roll really gripped him; Elvis with Heartbreak Hotel. Despite removing his
sideburns that influence has stayed with him all his life, although not so evidently
as back then. Can you remember a pivotal musical moment for you, or moments?
Eden: I had been listening to Trad Jazz when I was in school. Humphrey
Littleton, Chris Barber and the American guys of course, like the great Louie
Armstrong. My main influence was Elvis. Just like Cliff and many others. I think
Don't Be Cruel was my favourite. They would play it at the local scout hut in
Norbury, South London where I lived. The unique sound on that record is a
killer. Later on I couldn't stop playing, Green Onions still can't.
Chris: Who has been your
favourite artist of all time and
the biggest influence and
which other artists have you
most admired from that era of
50’s rock n roll, early 60’s pop
and perhaps other genres like
swing, country, blues?
Eden: Elvis is number one
followed by Ray Charles,
Marvin Gaye and greats like,
Eddie Cochran, Ricky Nelson,
Buddy Holly, etc. I also love
country rock and blues.
Chris: You recorded a great
version of Shoppin’ Around (criminally left off the otherwise fine Decca CD Well I
Ask You) and only available on It’s Eden CD, BARCD 115, 1994 (probably long
deleted and of dodgy origin by the look of it) – was that your choice of track to
record?
Eden: Shoppin’ Around was a song choice which no one has ever brought up before. I like the song and that's it.
Chris: I saw you play guitar on one of the 1990’s shows and it was great to see
that. The story goes that you were at a party before you broke into the music
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scene and when handed a guitar found you had an affinity with it and decided
you wanted a career in music. Allowing for hype was there any truth in that?
Eden: Yes, on the party story. I then went and bought a guitar on the HP and got
together with some guys from school who also had NO clue, though Pete was
quite good on the Tea Chest. Skiffle was great.
Chris: Reportedly your career really started when you entered a talent contest at
the Classic Cinema, Chelsea and won first prize – a recording contract with Pye.
Can you tell us about that?
Eden: The talent contest at the Chelsea Classic Cinema is a true story. I saw the
ad in a music magazine. Cadbury's Chocolate was looking for a singer to advertise
drinking chocolate. One of the judges at the contest was Philip Waddilove who
told his partner Michael Barclay that I may be the singer they wanted to promote.
So after I won the contest, they offered to get me a recording contract and
to manage me. I became the Chocolate Time troubadour and sang in cafe's among
the Hot Chocolate drinkers. It must have been really annoying. Philip and
Michael then got me out of
the Cadbury's deal and got
me signed with Decca. I had
recorded Hot Chocolate Crazy
for Pye before that. They then
commissioned Johnny Worth
to write me a song. Well I Ask
You, was it. They initially
liked the B-side, Before I Lose
My Mind. Luckily they
changed their minds and Well
I Ask You went to Number 1.
Chris: I have here a very
battered copy of Hot Chocolate
Crazy, which I believe you
wrote under the name of
Sears. You also wrote, a little
later on, My Little Sue and Kiss
Me Quick. Is that right?
Eden: Yes, I wrote Hot Chocolate Crazy, My Little Sue and Kiss Me Quick. Also, the
song I wrote for Shane (Alvin Stardust) A Fools Paradise, just re-surfaced in a form
of a royalty, two quid I think it was. (One of my favourite 60s tracks – Ed.)
Chris: Because of a Lie seems to have disappeared without trace; can you
remember anything about it and did you write that as well?
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Eden: Because of a Lie has also disappeared from my memory bank.
Chris: One of my favourite tracks, done by several artists and the B-side to
‘Chocolate’ is You Make Love So Well. Tommy Bruce recorded his unique take on it
– we of course lost him recently. You worked with Tommy didn’t you, and what a
talented and nice guy he was. Do you have any fond or funny memories of
working with Tommy?
Eden: The song, You Make Love So Well is rarely mentioned – it's not that bad. As
for Tommy Bruce he was unique. It's a shame we've lost him. A great guy with a
great talent. He filled in on one of the Solid Gold Shows, I was happy to hook up
with him again after many years. I wonder if his manager Dave Lodge is still active. (Very much so and now in touch with Rick – Ed.)
Chris: Well, next we need to move on to your hit streak, 1961–64 and of course
the time you spent working with the late and very great, Billy Fury..
Eden: I guess up to late 1963 before the Beatle era, solo singers were doing OK
and I think Billy was the one with the most charisma, he was very quiet off stage,
we were friends and went through all that publicity and promotions for our
tours. Your clippings reminded me of some of them. We had good times. His
stage act was the best in the business. Silver suit, blue spotlight -- pandemonium!!!
Chris: Hot Chocolate Crazy may have brought you to the attention of the Radio
Luxembourg listeners but it failed to chart. How did your contract with the Decca
Records come about?
Eden: Hot Chocolate Crazy was a miss
for sure, however, it did get me to
Decca through Philip and Michael who
saw the opportunity.
Chris: Johnny Worth, a.k.a Les
Vandyke, wrote that great pop song,
Well I Ask You for you. Did you feel it
was going to be a hit for you and how
did that trademark growl become part
of the process?
Eden: I liked Well I Ask You but I had
no idea of its potential, the growl came
with the song W-A-I-L- I Ask you, was a
lucky interpretation, the rest is history.
Chris: No-one would begrudge you
that well deserved No 1 slot, and certainly not the Billy Fury fans, but it is still a
source of grievance to Billy fans that he failed to reach a U.K. No 1 with at least
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four or five of his releases, possibly more. Joe Brown should have got there twice
as well and Boys Cry was deserving of it as well. Anyway, all of a sudden you
were hot and that must have felt sensational?
Eden: Yeah, it felt good and I agree, Billy should have had number 1’s, also Joe,
but just having hits was a good thing. It gave everyone exposure and work.
Chris: Did you ever hear the (pleasant but inferior) U.S. cover version by one
very young sounding Tony Ross?
Eden: No.
Chris: Get Lost followed and hit number 10, a bit samey but that is often what
fans like, and still a fine song and performance.
Eden: Get Lost was a bit obvious, but on reflection not a bad number, especially
the line (Do I Gotta Get a Shot Gun to Make You Name the Day), wild westish!
Chris: Forget Me Not is a number I actually prefer and that reached No.3. Have
you heard the cover versions by Adam Faith and Bobby Vee?
Eden: No I haven’t heard those – verrrry interesting.
Chris: Who could ever forget that film clip of you powering your way through I
Don’t Know Why. That reached number 7 and that famous clip was from a Poll
Concert I believe?
Eden: I remember a clip of I Don’t Know Why being played in connection with
Stirling Moss.
Chris: In the 2001 Programme there is a great shot of you actually looking, at a
quick glance, like Billy Fury. The stance, hands and snarl are all there. You and
Billy got on rather well from around 1961 didn’t you?
Eden: We had some good times as fellow Rockers, the mannerisms sometimes
were similar, there were times when I was directed at a photo session to look
Rocker-like.
Chris: There is a great page headline in the NME for 28th July 1961 “Eden Kane
and Billy Became Great Pals”. Can you please tell us what you remember about
that meeting and was it really your first meeting?
Eden: We actually met before that for a cup of tea, we were mainly kept apart till
the session and didn’t become friends until we started touring.
Chris: Being in the business you already knew of Billy, but had you seen him live
before you met, and if so, what did you think?
Eden: I’d only seen him on the telly, I was impressed. I knew he had the magic.
Chris: Out of Billy’s Decca output what numbers come to mind as personal favourites and/or greatest performances of his?
Eden: Wondrous Place, Halfway, Jealousy and I Will.
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Chris: A tour with Billy was planned for the Autumn of 1961 – did it take place
and can you remember anything about it (apart from hordes of screaming young
girls of course and queuing around the block).
Eden: That was a great tour, Karl Denver was unforgettable – kept everyone in
stitches. Billy was at the top of his game – sensational.
Chris: You did a tour with Billy and the Tornados, and John Leyton as the then
three major stars, plus several others such as Joe Brown, Shane Fenton, etc in
1962. The Big Star Show of 1962. I would guess this was before Joe began his
major hit streak in May of that year. What are your memories of that tour of Billy
in particular and did you ever get front of stage, side of stage to see him work his
magic, as Joe once did?
Eden: I used to check Billy out every chance I got, there were lots of people
checking Billy out from the side.
Chris: You featured What’d I Say in your
act during 1961 and that connected with
Billy when you met. Did you share a love
for the same music, because Billy loved Ray
Charles, Annie Ross, Dakota Staton and
before that Hank Williams and Johnnie
Ray, among others. You listened to Tell the
Truth and the more familiar You Be My
Baby by Charles, during that meeting, and
seemed to concur with Billy as to how great
Ray Charles was – was that about right?
Eden: What’d I Say was a huge influence on
most of us, I know Billy and I admired Ray
Charles, you could hear the bluesy soulful
sound in Bill’s vocals.
Chris: Have you heard that great 1964 version of Lonely Avenue by Marty Wilde and
isn’t he still just a terrific performer and recording artist, with that great rock ‘n’
roll and pop voice?
Eden: Marty is the best and most consistent Rocker today in my book, a big man
with a big voice and a great sense of humour.
Chris: In your meeting you discussed Elvis and Billy admitted to being influenced by him, saying he was the greatest and you said you had been influenced
by all of the big stars. We covered this a little earlier but did you ever get to see
or meet Elvis at all, as Billy did?
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Eden: I met Elvis a couple of times, once in Vegas in 1969 and again at a Sun
Glasses store on Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood a couple of years later. My real
claim to fame is – I once played tennis on his home court in Beverly Hills!
Chris: When you met Billy he was starting to have his own real Top 10 hit streak
with Halfway to Paradise. Billy said that he really liked your record (Well I Ask
You) and that it didn’t sound like a British song, but an American one. Yet to us
then and now it does sound like typically British pop. He also said that he would
have liked to record it himself – I can picture him doing his own growl and I bet
you’re glad he didn’t?
Eden: Well I Ask You was written for me, I’m glad to say. It wasn’t the typical
British Pop song in my opinion, it’s originality probably helped in it’s success,
I’m flattered Billy liked it.
Chris: Big Billy fan and DJ Daniel Heeney does a good live version of this
number. He’s a great fan of yours.
Eden: That’s great! I didn’t know that.
Chris: Did Billy ever talk to you about his meeting with Elvis?
Eden: Bill was a modest guy, I never heard him brag about anything. His meeting with Elvis never came up.
Chris: Billy apparently said in the meeting that he wanted to do an album of
modern Jazz, oldies like I May Be Wrong (he actually did perform that number on
his Radio Luxembourg Shows recorded from June 2nd through July 1961 so it
would have been in the can when he spoke to you on week ending July 28th). In
response you said that your ambition was to do a musical show akin to Bye Bye
Birdie – although that show was not for you. I would love for you to have recorded a favourite number of mine from that show, (for which you auditioned
and nearly got the part), One Last Kiss (done by Billy Crash Craddock, Marty
Wilde, Bobby Rydell, Bobby Vee and the Marcels). Have you ever attempted a
musical, pantomime or similar?
Eden: Yes, I remember being interested in doing a musical, especially Bye Bye
Birdie. That song One Last Kiss is great, I was actually going to audition for it. My
one venture into Panto was Dick Whittington. “Twelve o’clock and still no Dick”,
great stuff.
Chris: A great friend of yours and someone that Linda and I really started to get
to know just before we lost him was of course Hal Carter. At varying times since
the late 60’s Hall managed both Billy and yourself – did you have anything to do
with Billy after the hits died away for you both?
Eden: Hal was a good friend but we only re-connected for the Solid Gold Shows.
Prior to that I was living in Los Angeles, so I never saw Billy while Hal was
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managing him.
Cris: When did you last perform on a show with Billy and when did you last see
him on stage and socially?
Eden: The exact date escapes me – around ‘63/’64.
Chris: Did you ever see him recording in the Decca studios?
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Eden: No.
Chris: I love House to Let, for me up there with the best of your work, but that
failed to make it, as did the follow up, the excellent Sounds Funny To Me. That
must have been quite a surprise for you and your organization, Decca etc. I
would guess (and read somewhere in a Pop Weekly) that that 1962 ‘Sounds’
was suddenly dated in the face of the beat Group sound and that signalled
your switch to a new label and style?
Eden: Yes, House to Let became House Toilet, because that’s where it ended
up, plus “The Sound” ran out of talent.
Chris: Do you know what happened to the 1963 recording of Don’t Listen To
Your Friends? Perhaps it’s still somewhere in Decca and they don’t know it
(that’s happened before with Billy Fury tracks!)
Eden: No.
Chris: Boys Cry, terrific number, great performance, (and they do believe me
when they are 15 years old and get stood up by the 17 year old they are
dating for a bit of the local and older, rough!) What memories of standing
alone at the bus stop – talk about Girl Don’t Come! Anyway this was at
number 8 in late January 1964 and the end of your chart run. You brought out
some great singles on Fontana, and many great numbers on one of my favourite LPs, Smoke Gets in your Eyes (originally It’s Eden I believe, but I
don’t have a copy). Sticks and Stones (a Billy favourite) is great, Shopping
Around of course, Rain Rain Go Away, The Last Leaf (fine treatment of an old
Cascades B-Side) and before that on EP and 45, the haunting Tomorrow Night.
You deserved, like Billy, to continue to have hits, or at least to sell really well,
for years after your hit streak. I guess we would concur that the Beat Groups
(some inferior to the solo artists we loved so much), and Soul and the whole
scene just swept the old guard away, for the most part, even poor old Elvis
felt the cold. Was that about right do you think?
Eden: Boy, you are pulling out some memories. Boys Cry came out of nowhere by a writer named Buddy Kaye, the wall of sound thing worked. As
for the other songs, thanks for the good review, but you’re right, it was time
for the new wave. Yes, I believe even Elvis felt threatened. The Beatles
invasion swept everything in its path.
Chris: We are now in the late 60’s, it’s the wilderness period for yourself and
so many other major stars of the post rock n roll era, even the likes of Rick
Nelson in the commercial sense, and even Roy Orbison and Gene Pitney are
slipping as the 70’s draw near, but life goes on. (Forgot to ask before and will
slip this in the previous part) – How did the name Eden Kane come about,
who chose it and did you become managed by Larry Parnes or was it
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someone else in the business?
Eden: Yes, wilderness would about cover it. In 1969 I moved from Sydney,
Australia to L.A. and I was looking for a deal. I had re-connected with the
lady I had met in Los Angeles on a previous trip, we had kept in touch over
the years. Anyway, long story short, we got married (we’re still married, it’s a
miracle) . . . more on that later. The name Eden Kane came about through my
managers, Philip Waddilove and Michael Barclay. The movie Citizen Kane
was a favourite of theirs. Eden is from some garden. The idea was to find a
name that was strong yet fairly simple. Engelbert Humperdinck squashed that
theory, and of course my brother Peter was successful with his own name.
What’s in a name? Philip and Michael were my managers till 1964, then Vic
Billings took over (he was also Dusty’s manager). Boys Cry and I Only Want to
be with You were around the same time. Larry Parnes was never my manager.
Chris: You had your stab at easy listening numbers with Decca, released on a
6 track EP, then the single Magic Town/The Whole World was Crying and then it
was all over recording wise until 1970. After this you apparently went to
Australia where you became successful, even hosting your own TV show.
What was the show title and format?
Eden: Yes, the swing EP was
a kind of Bobby Darin thing.
Leslie Bricusse wrote the
songs for me and the Wally
Stott Orchestra did a great
job. Magic Town was a last
ditch effort – good song tho’.
In 1967 I had an offer from a
promoter in Australia which
gave me a chance to “Get
outta Dodge”. On a previous
Aussie tour things had gone
well, so with dreams of new
frontiers to conquer I left
England. I toured around the
outback (Crikey), did some
RSL shows and yes, I hosted the TV show called, “The Go Show”. I
interviewed guests and sang a couple of songs. It had its moments.
Chris: Whilst in Australia you recorded on the Festival Label and there were
also recordings I believe in the same year, on the Bell Label. Was this in
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Australia or had you already moved to the U.S./gone there for cabaret and
then recorded; how did it all happen?
Eden: The guy who sponsored my Australian trip was the late great Jim
Haddleton. He organized the Festival records contract which didn’t work. He
also engineered a trip to Vietnam in ’68, to entertain the Australian troops.
That was incredible. I had some beautiful girls on the show, so it went ok. The
Bell label was a spin off . . . it doesn’t ring a bell, did I just say that?
Chris: Can you tell us in summary about your life and career during the 70’s?
Eden: The ‘70’s, ah yes, A New World, Married Life, Children (daughter Ami
and son Rob). I settled into Los Angeles, California, palm trees, swimming
pools and of course real estate. I had a band playing on the weekends and I
sold real estate in Beverly Hills and tried to get into acting. Strangely enough
I sold Dusty a house. She also rented a house up the road from me for a period. We lost one of the greats.
Chris: Around 1980 you cut Died and Went to Heaven and Pulling Me Through
the Bad Times, which surfaced on a Prestige/Hal Carter Organisation CD in
1996, together with several more really pleasant tracks, re-cuts and originals
from the later years. Can you tell us in summary about the 1980’s and 1990’s,
the TV and film appearances, Dallas, Star Trek etc?
Eden: I wrote Died and Went to Heaven and recorded it in the States. Hal put it
out on Prestige with other songs he produced in London. The CD did well on
the Solid Gold shows! The ‘80’s and ‘90’s were transitional again. I got into
the movie business doing bits and pieces, I worked with Paramount Pictures
behind the scenes and had a few bit parts on Star Trek starting with TNG
(Patrick Stewart and others) then Voyager and finally Enterprise. In between
these series I came over and did the Solid Gold shows. On the last episode of
Voyager I played an Admiral making some strategic decisions, that was a
blast. The final Star Trek series, Enterprise lasted four seasons. During the 4th
I was supposed to do a tour in England but I had the heart attack so that
didn’t happen. That was two and a half years ago and now I’m 100% ready
for the next challenge.
Chris: We could not of course, really leave this without mentioning your
family, Charlene the American lady that you married, your son Robbi and
daughter Ami, and of course, the other singing sensations who have both
made their mark on the musical world. Peter Sarstedt with Where Do You Go
To (My Lovely) and younger brother Robin, with My Resistance is Low. Robin
was of course Wes Sands, who I recall from Thank Your Lucky Stars and from
my battered, single Three Cups/There’s Lots More Where This Came From. All
Billy’s fans will join me I know in wishing them all well.
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Eden: I was fortunate to meet my wife, Charlene, all those years ago and then
it was fate that we meet again and start our life together (a great adventure).
Our kids are wonderful and now our daughter Ami has two sons, Ben and
Jake (21/2 years and 14 months), we are blessed. I’m proud of my brothers Peter and Robin and also my sister Lorraine who lives in Sydney, Australia. Peter is the song writer – his catalogue is amazing. Robin also writes. I was in
Australia in ’68 when someone phoned me and said, “Hey, I think your
brother’s on the telly,” and there was Pete singing Where Do You Go To, I was
floored. The rest is history. Robin also had a big hit with My Resistance is Low.
I believe we are in the Guinness Book of Records as the only individual brother – hit makers or something. We are getting together again this year in Spain.
The Solid Gold shows were joyful events, a pilgrimage for all concerned, and
it’s still going on. The songs and the memories that go with them will never
die. Thank you for putting me into the Sound of Fury picture, I’m a big fan of
Bill’s, it’s a shame he left us so soon. We could be on a show right now, but
the memories of those great rock years when we were on tour together linger
on. All the best to you and the Billy Fury fans.
Chris: Your appearances over here since 1989 have been enjoyed so very
much by lovers of 60’s music and I know that the unexpected sad loss of Hal
and your own health problems, bravely fought I may add, in the way of Billy
and his brother, and many other 60’s fans, have all unfortunately combined to
make those visits far less. I also know from the premature retirement of top
Roy Orbison act, (and thoroughly nice guy) Larry Branson that 60’s type
shows are not all packing them in as they used to – with us all getting no
younger, but hopefully there will be a market whilst we are able to zimmer
frame along the cobbles to the theatre (Abbi Carter are you listening!) Without
detriment to your health I am sure all of the Billy Fury fans, from all over, will
join with me and the Sound of Fury Team and club members in hoping that
you will keep coming back, for as long as you wish to and are able. For so
many of us, although you are an artist in your own right and deservedly so,
there is that very strong Billy connection in our consciousness, from those
wonderful years of 1961–64, and we cannot forget that.
Thank you for granting this interview and for your usual courtesy. Thanks
too for your humour and good luck in the future. We will now let Billy have
the last word. “Talking of package deals reminds me of a big package show
that has been lined up for me and that fabulous singer Eden Kane. I met Eden
for the first time recently, and do you know, he’s a real nice guy.”
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Rock ‘n’ Roll Social 19th August 2007
The Sound of Fury super fans (of which we seem to have so many), Mr & Mrs Cy
Moy of Birmingham, organised the above event to raise the magnificent sum of
£355 which has been donated to Birmingham St Mary’s Hospice.
The hospice has sent a letter of thanks for the donation which we have printed
below. It seems a super way of having a good time and supporting a very worthwhile cause whilst at the same time keeping alive Billy’s name, memory and music. Well done Cy and Irene, and congratulations to all concerned.
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Tommy Bruce’s Memories of Billy Fury
by Dave Lodge
Billy Fury is in minds of millions the most loved performer to come out of the
Larry Parnes era. Inexplicably he did not have that elusive No. 1 record, but even
today when his archive recordings are released he invariably outsells the current
crop of “popular” singers.
I know that people who read this magazine do not need me to tell them how good
Billy was, so I will content myself with saying that I am a fan and have been since
1959.
I was blessed to share more than half my adult life with Tommy Bruce, as he put
it we had a friendship that became so strong we were like brothers. Even though
he sadly passed away on the 10th July 2006 he remains as much a part of my life
and that of my wife Margaret as he always was. Because of how close we were I
was able to write his biography ‘Have Gravel Will Travel’ and in the course of
discussing that he spoke of his relationship with Billy.
The fact that most performers from the late fifties and early sixties always start off
any of their reminiscences of Billy Fury by saying ‘Billy was my best friend’
shows how well liked he was. Tommy also had a close relationship with Billy
partly because of the time they spent working together. After all they spent sixteen weeks on Larry Parnes’s Rock and Trad Spectacular along with many of the
other popular names of the day including Dave Sampson, Dickie Pride, Duffy
Power, Nelson Keen, Peter Wynn, Marty Wilde and Joe Brown to name just a few.
Add to that three or four summer seasons and innumerable one night stands
up and down the country, it is not surprising they became good friends.
Tommy often stayed at Billy’s mum Jean’s house and is fondly remembered by
his brother Albie (recording star Jason Eddie) as well. Indeed on one occasion
Tommy had to drive Billy’s car up to Liverpool for him as he had hurt his arm in
a crash the day before. The steering wheel was twisted and it took all Tommy’s
considerable strength to make the journey.
But it was none of the above that created the bond between them that was to last
throughout Billy’s life. That came about through an incident quite early on in the
Rock and Trad Tour. Billy had decided after the show in Portsmouth to walk
along the seashore to relax and so went off on his own. Sometime later Tommy
and Nelly (Nelson Keen) decided to do the same, as they walked they saw a light
coloured object bobbing in the water some way out. Tommy realized it was
someone’s head and without any thought of his own safety plunged into the sea.
It was only as he and Nelly were pulling the person up onto dry land they realized it was an unconscious Billy. When he came round Billy said he had slipped
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Tommy, Eden and Billy. Photograph courtesy of Dave Lodge
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and must have hit his head on a rock, as he couldn’t remember being in the
water. Unlike many people who would have used the publicity for saving
Billy’s life for their own ends Tommy and Nelly never told anyone. Tommy
told me probably twenty years later and I didn’t mention it until I was writing
his book. I asked Nelly who now lives in Australia about the incident when I
spoke to him about Tommy’s book and he remembered the incident well, indeed he gave Tommy more of the credit for the rescue than Tommy did
himself.
There is a photograph of Tommy and Billy with Eden Kane and Billy has wisps
of hair pulled down over a severe bruise, it is believed to be the bruise he received as a result of hitting his head on the rock. A point of interest about this
photograph is that I am now looking after business for Eden Kane, quite a
double Tommy and Eden, sadly I will never make it a hat trick by taking care
of all three.
I can only end this article by letting Tommy’s words to me about Billy be the
footnote. Billy was the most exciting performer Tommy ever saw. Every time
Tommy saw Billy perform on stage the hairs stood up on the back of his neck.
On top of that Billy was a really nice guy, that’s one hell of a combination, I just
wish Tommy was here to tell you this himself and that Billy was here to hear
him.

Stop Press!
Out now – Interesting and informative biography, Vince Eager’s Rock ‘n’ Roll
Files. Published by VIProbooks £11.99. Also a new 62 track career retrospective
CD, The Complete Vince Eager. Pink N Black Records PBCD012. From Bim
Bam Records 023 8060 0329 or pinknblack@hotmail.com.

Odeon DVD Re-issue
This space did contain a message from Odeon DVD to all of our members
asking for contributions to the new enlarged booklet in the DVD. Regrettably
there was a rush to get the booklet to the printers and only those fans who
‘frequent’ the Internet got to hear of it in time. We are really sorry that this has
happened. When we knew time was too tight we suggested to Odeon that they
should use Harry’s website to contact whoever they could. The DVD remains
the same but comes with a better booklet and about 16 Decca audio tracks on
CD, plus postcards.
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Friday Night at Evesham Fire Station
by Rob Dee
Friday 26th October 2007
We all walked to the fire station as it was only a few minutes away, and when
we arrived Magic Daniel was busy sorting all his amazing memorabilia and
playing some great tracks.
The room was filling up fast
with lots of friends old and
new, both fan clubs were
represented and it was good
to see everyone having a
relaxing time. Here are some
of the friends that I
remember, Pat Young and her
family, Barbara and George,
Pauline and Henry, Jean and
Andy, Vic, James and Tina.
Karen & Daniel
Daniel kicked the night off
with some great singing and magic tricks, then it was the turn of the two
surprise singers. It was none other than Russ Dee and Dave Jay, who had
travelled all the way down from Leeds and Macclesfield. Russ started off with
some rocking songs and
powerful ballads, then
Dave treated us all to some
great songs followed by a
duet. It was then Pat's turn
to do her party piece
miming and singing along
to Walking Back To Happiness which went down
well as always.
I was asked to do a spot
but was under strict orders
to save my voice for
Russ Dee & Dave Jay
Saturday, so I reluctantly kept it down to two songs.
There was a major panic on about 11pm as it seemed there was no alcohol left
behind the bar. For the first time ever the bar had been drunk dry, at one
pound a time I'm not surprised. I even managed to prize Russ Dee's wallet
open at one point!
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We all agreed it was a good night and headed off back to Pat's for a nightcap
and an earlyish night to save our energy for Saturday night.

Andy, Jean, Pauline & Henry

Evesham 2007
Billy Meets Elvis (Again!)
by Cecilia Darvell
Saturday 27th October

Rob and Pat

At long last the day of a much anticipated Billy Event had arrived, we got
there around 7.30pm and the Public
Hall in Evesham was already buzzing
with excitement. Tables were set out
around the dance floor with a delicious
ploughman’s supper for everyone and
the rock ’n’ roll music was playing.
Chris and Linda were there with
friends Cy and Irene Moy.
Spot on 8 o’clock Dave Stallworthy our
MC for the night welcomed everyone
and introduced The Fury Sound and
the star of the night Rob Dee as Billy
Fury. Everything was done so quickly
that Rob’s hand mike wasn’t working
and he came in on the second line of I’d
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Never Find Another You with the static mike. This was closely followed by A
Thousand Stars and Billy’s first hit Maybe Tomorrow. A little later on Rob asked
the audience if anyone liked Bobby Vee and we were all expecting Devil or
Angel, but just trying to fool us he sang the lovely King for Tonight. A lot of
Billy’s hits and B-sides followed and a rarely heard song Wedding Bells was
nice to hear. Devil or Angel finally made an appearance and Rob invited all the
jivers onto the floor with Nothin’ Shakin’, and
the room suddenly came alive. It was great to
see Bob and Sheila Taylor on the floor even for
just a short while. Good luck Bob! It’s Only
Make Believe was dedicated to Pat Young and
Rob invited her to join him on stage, she was
overcome with emotion and came off shaking.
The set ended with Halfway to Paradise with
everyone holding hands in the air and swaying
from side to side. It was over too quickly, an
hour of superb music had flashed by in the
blink of an eye.
A quick couple of records were played while
Sheila and Bob
they set up for the next act of the evening, Neil
Duncan as Elvis Presley. In his introduction Rob said that Neil had been voted best Elvis impersonator in Europe two years ago. What an impact his en
trance made on the audience – 1970’s
Elvis in beautifully tailored white jump
suit singing C C Rider. What a powerful
voice! He was a complete showman,
conducting his set from the dance floor,
walking round draping scarves around
adoring fans necks. He said that Elvis
recorded 697 songs and he was going to
sing them all so we’d be there until a
week on Thursday! He sang a lot of the
well known Elvis numbers and some of
the cover songs that he did, like Bridge
Over Troubled Water, My Way and Welcome
to my World. American Trilogy had the flags
out and the hands joined in the air once
Neil as Elvis
again as a very appreciative audience
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sang their hearts out. At the end of the set Rob mentioned this his real name
was Duncan not Dee and asked us to put two and two together. Very talented
family!
Next up was the raffle, hundreds of prizes collected by
Pat throughout the year which raised over £400 for the
two charities . They also had an auction of various Billy
and Elvis memorabilia and a set of autographed photos.
Rob then thanked Pat for all her hard work and
dedication over the past four years and presented her
with a framed picture of Billy in recognition. He then
told us about the Friday evening at the Fire Station organised by Daniel Heeney and got him up to give us a
rendition of Well I Ask You. Daniel is a dedicated Billy
fan who tirelessly promotes Billy’s name and music in
everything he does. He also has a part in the forthcoming Joe Meek movie (which features Billy of course).
The last hour of the evening we were entertained with a
rock ‘n’ roll set by Rob Dee and The Fury Sound with
songs from Eddie Cochran, Buddy Holly, Cliff Richard
Daniel
etc. and another Billy song – Wondrous Place. We had
another couple of Elvis songs from Neil and finished the evening with a duet
on Johnny B Goode. In all Pat raised £1590.70 – £750 each to The Local Air
Ambulance and Alder Hey Children’s Hospital, and £90.70 to the Bronze
Fund. Brilliant night, enjoyed by all and many thanks go to Pat Young and all
her family, and Rob and Chris Dee for all their hard work on the night and in
arranging the evening. Well done.
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Letter to Colin Paul
I thought I'd sit down and write you this one as I don't think words on the telephone can really explain what I felt after having watched the DVD you gave us
while we were in Memphis. 'Billy Fury: His Wondrous Story'. And man ....what a
story !!!
I was totally mesmerised and blown away by the personality of a man whom I
have never really gotten to know up until now. The magic of his looks and talent
have certainly left a permanent impression in my mind. What an incredibly
unique and captivating vocal expression he had. I've played it over and over numerous times as it's just caught me right off guard. And to think he actually met
up with Elvis himself too. No wonder you have such a passion for this man !!!
I have been non-stop searching the net throughout and finding out lots more
about him and the incredible life he lived. Amongst the tragedy and brilliance, is
a beautiful man whose voice should be recognised more than what it is around
the world. Personally I believe (and I think you also) find that Billy Fury leaves
certain amounts of recognised stars of days gone by, in the dust. What a shame
he didn't get the worldwide stardom he so rightly deserved. But, Colin .... we
know that history did not allow for that.
Thank you for introducing me into the world of 'Billy Fury'. I am totally hooked
now.
This brings me to the point where I've learned Halfway to Paradise and added to
my repertoire. This song is awesome !!! I cried the first time I heard it ... and
made Stella cry the first time she heard me perform it. What a beautiful song to
sing. And I can't thank you enough for the backing tracks. I'm now on a mission

Proposed painting – Picture courtesy of Colin Paul
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to accomplish a whole bracket of his material and introduce him to my Australian audiences (which consist of a lot of British expatriates.) Should be fun.
So ... in my spare time ... I've sat down and designed this painting to commemorate Billy Fury's life. I do hope you like it.
If you get the chance, I would be honoured if you could show this design to
Billy's brother 'Albie' and/or his mum at one of your tribute shows if he's
working with you. I would love to get their permission to go ahead and paint
it for them.
Well, it's a hot stinking night here in Sydney town (very much like Memphis
Elvis week weather again) and I'd better get this zapped off to you.
Bye for now.
Chris Drummond (a good friend of Colin’s from Australia)

In Memory of Neil
by Maureen Bowden
I was very sorry to hear of the recent death of Neil Hiley.
Many of you will remember Neil mainly for “Rock Back the Clock” on Greater
Manchester Radio. It was the best Rock ‘n’ Roll radio programme bar none.
He played music that no one else did, from forgotten r ‘n’ r classics to the new
generation of young artists playing the circuits. He supported and publicised
many “Billy Nights” organised by fans and together with Colin Paul and the
Persuaders he held many himself, raising a considerable amount of money
for charity and keeping Billy’s memory alive in the process. For many years
he held “Billy’s Birthday Bash” each
April at the wonderful
Monaco ballroom near Wigan and his
performance as compere and DJ at the
Billy weekends on Blackpool was a
major contributory factor to their great
success.
He was a mine of rock ‘n’ roll information and his sincere love and enthusiasm for the music endeared him to us
all. He and his wife Kathleen retired to
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live in Greece a few years ago. Sadly, his health failed and his retirement was
all too brief. I have many fond memories of Neil, as do countless other people.
Maggie Clark particularly asked me to express her respect and affection for
him. He was a kind, funny, decent man and a good friend. On behalf of Fury
Followers everywhere I send condolences and deepest sympathy to Kathleen
on her loss. (Neil and I used to work together at the Blackpool Billy ‘do’s’ and we
joked a lot. We owe him such a lot. Chris ‘Early’ will miss him very much – Ed.)

Tribute to Neil Hiley
by Veronica West
I first became aware of Neil Hiley 20 years ago, someone told me to listen to a
show on Radio M/C called “Rock Back the Clock”, I did and was delighted, as
Neil played Billy Fury every week and always did a wonderful tribute to him
on his Birthday and Anniversary.
I had decided to do a charity night in memory of Billy, Neil announced it on
his show and I had a great response. That took place on Friday 5th June 1987.
Neil was the DJ on the night. He was a big Billy fan himself. His knowledge of
Billy’s music was amazing. I went to all Neil’s Tribute Nights for Billy and the
Blackpool Weekends, without him they will never be the same. Thanks for all
the wonderful memories Neil.
God Bless. R.I.P. – He will be greatly missed by all who knew him.
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Chris’s CD Corner
Craig Douglas and Doug Sheldon at Decca – Singles Compilation, Vocalion
CDLK 4359.
This has just surfaced on this budget label. Perhaps they may consider doing
Billy’s three Ace of Clubs LP’s, less
duplicates, on one CD. They will just
fit. A few gems here mixed with some
typical disposable Tin Pan Alley stuff.
Forget the awful version of Nothin’
Shakin’, who on earth was responsible
for turning that great rock ‘n’ roll
number into a ballad! The lilting and
very nice Please Don’t Take My Heart,
Town Crier (remember him doing that
on TYLS) and the enjoyable Counting
Up The Kisses are the best of the 14
tracks by Craig. Love Her While She is
Young is pleasant and poignant and
I’m So Glad I Found Her is catchy. This artist actually cut some fine tracks
during his career and a budget price career overview is also out there and
worth picking up.
Doug Sheldon is a dead ringer for Hardy Kruger the German actor, has anyone else noticed?
Once again, some pleasant enough tracks and some disposable from this
lesser known artist from our youth. Book of Love is new to me and enjoyable.
Covering Dion was always going to be difficult and there is no punch to this
version of Runaround Sue; having said that, this guy could sing and handles
the vocal well. One Way To Say Goodbye is a nice typical early Britpop number
and the theme from Live Now Pay Later is dramatic. The cover of Dickey
Lee’s I Saw Linda Yesterday is good. Perhaps the best and strongest track is a
fine version of Your Mama Said You Cried in Your Sleep Last Night. The sleeve
notes by Ossie Dales are concise and factual and for around ten pounds this is
not a bad little release and will bring back a few memories of lesser known
numbers you have probably forgotten about.
The Answer To Everything – Girl Answer Songs of The 60’s Ace CDCHD
1166
A mix of good performances, passable ones and some not so good. There was
some awfully twee girlie pop in the 60’s – not everyone could be Dusty
Springfield or one of the great black artists. 28 numbers are included and
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many work well. The best for me are Not Just Tomorrow But Always, the answer to
Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow, Just Tell Her Jane Said Hello by Gerri Grainger (in
response to that great Elvis number), I’ll Be There (Stand By Me), The Sound of My
Man (Chain Gang) and I found He’ll Have To Stay (in response to Jim Reeves famous number) a bit unsettling – possessiveness coming into play I guess. I’ll Just
Walk On By is ok and although twee the answer to Are You Lonesome Tonight is
well sung and seems to work. An excellent booklet of course with Ace and Rob
Finnis always delivers the goods with his notes. Hey Memphis and Billy’s own
answer song You’re Having The Last Dance With Me would be good to include on
volume two if we are lucky enough to get another release. Well worth having. I
don’t know if the two Bear Family Answer song compilations are still available
but one volume I know features some different numbers than are on here.
Secret Agent Man – The Ultimate Johnny Rivers Anthology 1964–2006 Shout
8266610116 Picked this gem up in New York in Time Square oldies shop and I
have not found a Brit equivalent yet, so ordering as an import is the current
option. A cracking collection although for those of us who have collected his
albums for years there is little new but
Rollin’ Stone and Let it Rock (album is
worth it just for the latter track). For the
casual Rivers music fan this is probably
all you will need unless you want the pre1963 rock ‘n’ roll tracks which are not on
here, or all of the 1963/64 live at the
Whiskey a Go Go tracks. Memphis (which
Johnny brought out before Elvis knowing
the King was going to issue it as a single
and for which he was quite rightly
banned from Graceland), Mountain of
Love, the wonderful Secret Agent Man,
lovely Summer Rain, and others grace side one. CD 2 starts with a fine cover of
Help Me Rhonda, a nice Um, Um, Um, Um, then recent Sun Studios cuts of old Sun
favourites by Elvis, Carl Perkins and Johnny Cash and then more bluesy
contemporary sounds culminating in Let it Rock, the Chuck Berry classic. Along
the way is a fine version of the Byrds Feel A Whole Lot Better.
You would be wrong to write this very successful U.S. artist off, as some tend to
do, as just a disco medley singer. Overall Johnny cut some fine performances and
today he is arguably better than ever.
Highly recommended. Shoutfactory.com JohnnyRivers.com
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Shakin’ Stevens – Now Listen
It has been said to me by a dealer friend that you will either love or hate this
album and whilst I understand that, from a rock ‘n’ roll/rockabilly fan viewpoint I
personally find that it has grown on me to such a degree that I play it constantly in
the car. It is a departure from the more traditional Shaky fare yet the rock ‘n’ roll
feel and 60’s influence is still evident. The title
track is catchy and there isn’t a duff track in
sight on this ‘contemporary’ album. This is
really a soft rock album, if there is such a
thing. It is great to hear Fire Down Below
because it was to be cut by Elvis in 1977 but
only the backing track exists; makes you
realise how great a loss it was for Elvis not to
cut it. The whole album gels as it moves from
the catchy opener Now Listen through the
haunting number Something In The Night.
Lonely Too Long has a Fleetwood Mac feel and
the cover of George Harrison’s Got My Eyes On You is good, Baby It’s You is enjoyable, there is a Dire Straits/CCR feel to How Could it Be Like That and Pump it Up is
close to hard rock – really rocks. I Hear You Knockin’ is fine. Overall a cracking 12
track album.
Next time around Shaky please cut You Never Talked About Me, You Don’t Know
What You’ve Got and High Class Lady and mix them in with some more of the above
style and you’ll have another winner. I don’t know if it charted but it should have
– highly recommended.
Narvel Felts – Seasons Greetings Cone CD 2003
I was unaware that this album had been issued on CD and was so pleased to see it
in Ernest Tubbs Record shop in Nashville; it will
save me wearing out my tape copy or getting
my treasured signed album out of the loft! Although a 2003 release with luck you can get a
copy from www.mcok.com/narvelfelts. There
are 11 seasonal favourites here from Narvel, recorded around the late 80’s/early 90’s, and now
in this format including a Christmas single and
one non-Christmas song – the highly poignant,
Even Now, which has a Christmas connection
with it’s line about missing a loved one in
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December. Narvel wrote the pleasant Season’s Greetings and the lovely Prince of
Peace and there is an uptempo version of the Willie Nelson number (recorded
by Roy Orbison), Pretty Paper, which works. Traditional numbers, The Little
Drummer Boy, Winter Wonderland and O, Holy Night get the unique Narvel treatment and Christmas is Everywhere is a beautiful song. This is a varied and highly
enjoyable Christmas album featuring a fusion of various musical styles all well
delivered in the inimitable style of this unique and outstanding performer. Last
year Narvel celebrated 50 years in the music business and he is still going
strong. A rockabilly and country legend, long may ‘The King of Country Soul’
perform and record for our pleasure. A superb vocalist, surely the last of the
great high voice singers, a fine musician and songwriter, he also happens to be
a really nice guy who believes in the old values. Highly recommended.

The above CD’s can be obtained from:
Peter Williams
Email: peter.williams19@virgin.net
Telephone: 07789 991819
Especially for You Vol. 2 is ‘especially’ recommended and features
Sleepless Nights
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2008 – A Special Year in the Billy Fury World
Please help us to make 2008 a very special year; the 50th Anniversary of Billy's first
Decca recordings and the 25th Anniversary of his untimely passing. Help us in your
own way to alert the media of the significance of 2008 in terms of the late, great Billy
Fury.
Events Calendar 2008
January
Saturday 19th Liverpool No 1’s Arena Concert (includes a two song tribute to Billy
by Kris James). Tickets from www.liverpool.com or Echo Arena Box Office 0844 8000
400.
Monday 21st Issue of re-vamped DVD (see p. 25).
Sunday 27th Mill Hill Memorial Gathering 1pm at Billy’s Grave and afterwards at
the Church Hall, Salcombe Gardens.
Monday 28th 25th Anniversary of Billy’s death – put the radio on! Radio Cornwall
has a tribute planned and Jeff Barker will most certainly do something on his rock ‘n’
roll show. Release of TV advertised CD, containing all 29 hit singles. From
Deccca/Universal, with Sound of Fury involvement.
April
Sunday 13th Thanksgiving Service in celebration of Billy's life and to commemorate
the 25th anniversary of his passing. To be held within the Liverpool Anglican Cathedral on Sunday 13th April 2008 at 3pm, and organised by BFITOY fan club. All fans
welcome.
Sunday 13th Mill Hill Gathering at Billy’s Grave 1pm and meeting after at Church
Hall, Salcombe Gardens.
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Billy Fury Tribute Night Concerts
Gig Guide
January
19
KRYS – Tribute to Billy
26

Festival Inn, Trowell
Notts, 01785 228292
Stoke, Venue T.B.A.

Colin Paul & The Persuaders –

Billy Fury 25th Anniversary Special
07703717201
31
Halfway to Paradise – Billy Fury Story The Castle, Wellingborough
01933 270007
February
3
Halfway to Paradise – Billy Fury Story Opera House, Buxton
0845 127 2190
15/16 Billy Fury Weekend – Colin Paul
Metropole Hotel, Blackpool
& the Persuaders
01253 722300
20
Halfway to Paradise – Billy Fury Story Belgrade Theatre, Coventry
024 7655 3055
March
8
Colin Paul & the Persuaders –
Urmston Men’s Club
Billy Fury Night
07703717201
16
Colin Paul & the Persuaders part
Pontins, Brean Sands, Somerset
Of 60’s weekend Yesterday Once More 01934 733958
20
Halfway to Paradise – Billy Fury Story Assembly Hall,
Tunbridge Wells
01892 530613
22
Halfway to Paradise – Billy Fury Story Regent Theatre, Ipswich
01473 433100
April
27
Halfway to Paradise – Billy Fury Story Regent Centre, Christchurch
01202 499148
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